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Mistaking a Magnate for a Male Escort
chapter 1265

The two had completely lost themselves in making out on the bed, and failed
to realize that Charlotte, who was on the sofa, had pressed a button on her
watch…

At once, Jade and Emma rushed downstairs to look for Robert and Sherlyn,
who had just returned home, and was about to head upstairs.

Engaged in a discussion with each other, the coupled looked exhausted and
helpless.

Jade hurried over and said anxiously, “Lady Sherlyn, Ms. Lindberg has been
having a stomachache the entire day. Is it possible to get a doctor to see her?”

“Why would she suddenly have a stomachache?” Sherlyn replied with a look of
annoyance. “She seemed very fit and healthy to me.”

“Ms. Lindberg has gastric problems every now and then. Maybe her stomach
is not accustomed to the French cuisine we had for dinner just now?” Emma
tried to give an explanation.

“What’s wrong with having Ferropene cuisine?” Sherlyn replied impatiently.
“We eat that every day and don’t have any issues with that.”

“But…”
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“It’s already so late now. Where are we supposed to get a doctor to see her?
Let’s talk about it tomorrow.” Sherlyn was not in the mood to talk to the two
bodyguards.

“Lady Sherlyn…”

“Control your temper,” Robert reminded his wife in hushed tones. “It’s not time
to fall out with them yet. You should go take a look.”

“Tsk!” Even though Sherlyn was extremely irritated, she caught her husband’s
gaze and knew that she had no choice but to check on Charlotte.

“Lady Sherlyn!” the two maids who were guarding outside the door greeted the
woman immediately when they saw her.

Sherlyn shot a glance at the maids, signaling for them to knock on the door.
However, before they could do that, Jade suddenly said, “That’s no need for
that. Ms. Lindberg was in so much pain that she has already fallen asleep. We
can just enter the room directly.”

Jade pushed the door open as she spoke.

The two people, who were making out passionately on the bed, got a shock
when the door swung open. The woman had even let out a loud scream.

“Oh my God!” Sherlyn realized what was going on right away and turned
around immediately. “Shut the door now.”

A maid immediately closed the door upon the woman’s orders.

“This is too much! Isn’t she having a stomachache? Why are they…”
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Sherlyn suddenly froze mid-sentence, as she had suddenly realized that the
woman on the bed wasn’t Charlotte…

With a drastic change in facial expression, she immediately kicked open the
door and barged in.

Meanwhile, Diana, who was still on the bed, was putting on her clothes in a
fluster.

However, before she could get fully dressed, Sherlyn had already turned on the
lights. Everyone was stunned when they saw the scene in front of them.

“Ahhh! Diana!” the maids exclaimed, gaping in shock.

Sherlyn could barely register the sight that greeted her, her eyes widening in
disbelief.

“Diana?”

Meanwhile, Louis, who had sobered up, could clearly see that the half-naked
woman next to him was Diana, and fell off the bed in shock.

“Louis…” Diana immediately tried to help him up, but the man pushed her away
immediately, feeling horrified. “What’s going on? Why are you here?” the man
bellowed furiously.

“Louis, I…”

“Close the door and get everyone who’s not involved out of the room.”

Sherlyn had an extremely grim expression on her face, which was as dark as a
thundercloud.
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The maids immediately closed the door, but not before Lupine and Morgan
entered.

The two bodyguards hurried over to the sofa and tapped on Charlotte’s
shoulder lightly. “Ms. Lindberg, wake up…”

“What’s happening? How can she sleep through such a huge commotion?”
Lupine asked worriedly.

“Could it be that she has been drugged?” Morgan said while splashing a few
drops of cold water on Charlotte’s face.

Finally, Charlotte gradually woke up.

Sherlyn shot a glance at Charlotte before fixing her gaze on Diana. “Explain all
of this to me right now! What’s going on?

“I, I…” Diana was extremely flustered and could not say a word.

“My head hurts…” Charlotte rubbed her forehead and sat up. When she saw all
those people in the room, she asked in a puzzled manner, “What’s happening?”
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